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6ROYLQJWKH6DWLVILDELOLW\3UREOHP
7KURXJK%RROHDQ1HWZRUNV
$EVWUDFW.   In this paper we present a new approach to solve the satisfiability
problem (SAT), based on boolean networks (BN). We define a mapping be-
tween a SAT instance and a BN, and we solve SAT problem by simulating the
BN dynamics. We prove that BN fixed points correspond to the SAT solutions.
The mapping presented allows to develop a new class of algorithms to solve
SAT. Moreover, this new approach suggests new ways to combine symbolic
and connectionist computation and provides a general framework for local
search algorithms.
,QWURGXFWLRQ
The satisfiability problem (SAT) [Garey and Johnson, 1979] has an important role in
computer science and it has been widely investigated. The SAT problem is a NP-
complete problem concerning the satisfiability of boolean formulas, i.e., find an as-
signment of boolean values to variables such that the formula is satisfied. SAT is very
important in several Artificial Intelligence areas, like propositional calculus, con-
straints satisfaction and planning. For its theoretical and practical relevance, many
specialized (complete and incomplete) algorithms have been developed.
We present a novel approach to solve SAT, based on Boolean Networks (BN). Up
to this time, boolean networks have been used for modeling complex adaptive sys-
tems [Cowan HW DO 1994], and in the field of machine learning (see for instance
[Dorigo, 1994]). In this approach, we map a SAT instance in a BN, and we simulate
its dynamics; the stationary states of the net correspond to the solutions of SAT. Due
to the BN structure and dynamics used, the resulting algorithms are incomplete.
We have developed and tested three algorithms, each of them is derived from a
variant of boolean networks: synchronous, probabilistic and asynchronous boolean
nets. The first algorithm has led to disappointing results, while the second and the
third had performed better.
The new approach represents a bind between symbolic and connectionist computa-
tion, and it allows to develop new algorithms to solve SAT.
This work represents a first investigation on the subject and it mainly refers to the
founding principles. The algorithms presented are based on elementary dynamics of
boolean networks, without using any heuristic function to guide the search, nor opti-
mization criteria.
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3UHOLPLQDULHV
In this section we recall the boolean network model (for more details see for instance
[Kauffman, 1993]). Then, we briefly define the satisfiability problem and recall some
algorithms.
%RROHDQ1HWZRUNV
Boolean networks (BN) have been introduced by Kauffman [Kauffman, 1993] as a
model of genetic networks (models of genes activity and interactions) and as a
framework to study complex adaptive systems (see [Kauffman, 1993; Cowan HWDO
1994]).
A BN is a directed graph ofQnodes; each node L of the graph is associated with a
boolean variable (vi) and a boolean function (Fi). The inputs of the boolean function Fi
are boolean variables associated with the neighboring nodes (i.e., nodes whose out-
going arcs lead to the node L). See, for instance, fig.1 (left part).
The network is initialized with a random or deterministically selected initial state;
the dynamics of the net is given by the state transition of the nodes (see fig.1 right
part), depending on the results of the corresponding boolean functions. In the main
definition of boolean networks the dynamics is synchronous, i.e., nodes are updated in
parallel. We will consider, also, asynchronous dynamics, i.e., nodes are sequentially
updated, and probabilistic dynamics, i.e., each node has a set of boolean functions and
it is updated choosing one of them.
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)LJ  A synchronous boolean network and its trajectories
A BN is a discrete-time dynamic system with boolean variables; we can analyze it ob-
serving the WUDMHFWRU\ in the state space, the length of the WUDQVLHQWSKDVH, the type of
the DWWUDFWRUV and the VWDELOLW\. The state of the system is given by the array
[=(x1,...,xQ), xi ∈ {0,1}, 1 ≤ i ≤Q.
Since the number of states is finite (2Q) and the transition rules are deterministic,
eventually the system will reach a state already found, that is, after a transient, it will
find a F\FOLFDWWUDFWRU and it will repeat the same sequence of states (F\FOHRIVWDWHV).
The number of states constituting the cycle represents the OHQJWK (SHULRG) of the at-
tractor; the minimum period is 1 (i.e., the attractor is a IL[HGSRLQW) and the maximum
period is the number of states of the system (2Q).
The dynamics of the network is given by the transition rules:
xi(t+1)=Fi(xi1(t),...,xik(i)(t)), where xij (j = 1,2,...,k(i)) are the inputs of the boolean
function Fi, for i = 1,2,...,Q.
We define EDVLQRIDWWUDFWLRQ of an attractor the collection of states such that, if
selected as initial states, will converge to the attractor. See fig.1 for an example of a
boolean network dynamics.
7KH6DWLVILDELOLW\3UREOHP
The satisfiability problem (SAT) is a well-known NP-complete problem (see [Garey
and Johnson, 1979]) and it has an important role in computer science; in fact, it is
possible to transform every NP problem in SAT in polynomial time. Furthermore,
many applications (e.g., planning, VLSI testing, Boolean CSP) can be expressed in
terms of SAT.
We will refer to the following definition of SAT: given a boolean expression in
conjunctive normal form (CNF), i.e., a conjunction of clauses, each of them consti-
tuted by disjunction of variables, negated or not, find an assignment of boolean vari-
ables which satisfies the expression. For example, consider the expression
Φ=(x1∨x2∨∼x3) ∧ (∼x2∨x3) ∧ (∼x1∨∼x2∨∼x3) ∧ (∼x1∨x2); Φ is constituted by four
clauses, each of them contains the disjunction of some OLWHUDOV (i.e., positive or nega-
tive variables). Given a truth assignment Τ(that is, we assign the value ‘True’ (1) or
‘False’ (0) to each variable) we say that Φ is satisfied by Τ if and only if every clause
contains at least one literal with the ‘True’ value. In this case, Φ is satisfied by the as-
signments {x1=0, x2=0,x3=0} and {x1 = 0, x2 = 1, x3 = 1}.
Two kinds of algorithms for solving SAT have been proposed in the literature:
complete and incomplete algorithms. Complete algorithms always find a solution, if it
exists, in finite time; incomplete algorithms could not find a solution, even if it exists.
Among complete algorithms, procedures derived from the Davis-Putnam (DP) algo-
rithm [Davis and Putnam, 1960] are the most efficient. Despite the guarantee of find-
ing a solution, complete algorithms are seldom used for real applications, because
they are computationally inefficient. In recent years, some incomplete algorithms
have been developed (PRGHOILQGHUV); among the most efficient incomplete algorithms
we mention GSAT [Selman HW DO., 1992], WalkSAT [McAllester HW DO., 1997] and
MSLSAT [Liang and Li, 1998]. Incomplete algorithms are widely used, because they
are much more efficient then complete ones and, on average, they can solve most of
the satisfiable instances.
6ROYLQJ6$73UREOHPVZLWK%1V
In this section, we present a new approach to solve the satisfiability problem, which
consists in the transformation of a SAT problem in a BN. For this purpose we define a
PDSSLQJ that generates, given a SAT instance, a BN whose dynamics is characterized
by the presence of fixed points corresponding to the solutions of the SAT instance.
Then we simulate the dynamics of the network until a steady state is reached. The
steady state represents the solution of the problem. The algorithms derived are incom-
plete. We are currently investigating if, by changing the mapping and dynamics, we
can obtain complete procedures.
7KH0DSSLQJ
The core of the application is the particular transformation that allows to switch from
the symbolic space of the propositional satisfiability to the BN sub-symbolic space,
preserving the correctness of the results.
The fundamental requirement of a mapping is to give a correspondence between
the solutions of the SAT instance and the BN fixed points. More precisely, if we as-
sume a one-to-one correspondence between the boolean variables of the propositional
formula and the nodes of the network, the mapping should be such that a satisfying
assignment for the formula corresponds to a fixed point of the network (FRPSOHWHQHVV
property); moreover, every fixed point of the boolean network corresponds to a solu-
tion of the SAT instance (VRXQGQHVV property).
We designed a simple mapping (called µ) which has the desired requirements; the
BN has Q nodes if Q are SAT variables. For each variable, the corresponding boolean
function is computed as follows:
,QSXW: Φ = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cm (a boolean formula in CNF);
2XWSXW: Boolean functions Fi ;
)RUHDFKYDULDEOH xi GHILQH Oi={cj,  j = 1,..,m | xi ∈ cj}, Ai={cj , j = 1,..,m | ∼xi ∈ cj}
)RU i:=1 WR n GHILQH Fi = (xi ∧ $QG[Ai]) ∨ ∼$QG[Oi]
where the function «$QG» is the logical operator ‘∧‘applied to the elements of Ai,
being ‘1’ the result of its application to an empty set.
For example, consider the following SAT instance: Φ1=(x1∨∼x2)∧(∼x1∨x2)∧(x2∨x3)
= c1∧c2∧c3; we use a boolean network of three nodes with (x1,F1), (x2,F2), (x3,F3). The
sets Oi and Ai are: O1={c1}, A1={c2}; O2={c2,c3}, A2={c1}; O3={c3}, A3=∅.The boo-
lean functions are: F1=(c2∧x1)∨∼c1, F2=(c1∧x2)∨∼c2∨∼c3,F3=x3∨∼c3. Note that Φ1 is
satisfied iff (x1, x2, x3) ∈ {(0,0,1), (1,1,0), (1,1,1)} representing the only fixed points
of the network.
It is possible to prove that the mapping µ is sound and complete.
3URSRVLWLRQ: given an instance Φ of SAT (withQvariables), the boolean network ℜ
ofQnodes induced by the mapping µ is such that its fixed points are in one-to-one
correspondence with the solutions of Φ (see Appendix A for the proof).
Note that the mapping µ can be efficiently implemented. If the SAT hasQvari-
ables, m clauses and lmax is the maximum number of literals per clause, the definition
of Ai and Oi can be executed in time 2(m lmax).
7KH'\QDPLFVRIWKH1HWZRUN
The second phase of the algorithm is the simulation of the dynamics of the network.
The boolean net associated (by means of µ) with the problem is now the dynamic
system that performs the computation. The goal of the simulation is to find a fixed
point. Note that the mapping obeys only the condition about fixed points, nothing has
been imposed about cycles. If during the simulation of a synchronous and determinis-
tic dynamics the network reaches a cycle, it has to be reinitialized and restarted with a
new trajectory in the state space. In order to avoid deterministic cycles, we have in-
vestigated also probabilistic and asynchronous BNs, for which we proved that (deter-
ministic) cycles do not exist.
We have tried three different kind of dynamics, i.e., synchronous, probabilistic and
asynchronous, while maintaining the same mapping (µ). In the next subsections we
will describe each of them.
6\QFKURQRXV%RROHDQ1HWZRUNV
Given a SAT instance we apply µ to obtain a boolean network; in a Synchronous
Boolean Network (hereinafter referred to as SBN), variables are updated in parallel
and transitions are deterministic.
Example: given the boolean formula Φ2 = (x1∨x2) ∧ (x1∨∼x3) ∧ (∼x1∨∼x3) ∧ (x2∨x3) ∧
(x1∨x3)  = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ c3 ∧ c4 ∧ c5, µ generates a boolean network with three nodes, de-
fined by these functions: F1 = (c3∧x1)∨∼c1∨∼c2∨∼c5, F2 = x2∨∼c1∨∼c4, F3=(c2∧c3∧x3) ∨
∼c4 ∨ ∼c5. The solution of Φ2 is (x1, x2, x3) ∈ {(1,1,0)} and corresponds to the transi-
tion graph fix point depicted in fig.2.
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)LJ Transition graph of the BN associated with Φ2: the fixed point has a basin of attraction
of 3 states. There is also a cycle which has period 2 and a basin of attraction of 5 states.
The algorithm for SBN, depicted in figure 3, simulates the network dynamics until
a fixed point is found or the maximum number of iterations is reached. If the network
is trapped in a cycle, the procedure restarts the network from a new random initial
state. SAT-SBN1 detains disappointing performances: it gave not better performance
than a JHQHUDWHDQGWHVW procedure. Experimental results suggest that the lower is the
number of satisfiable assignments, the lower the size of the fixed points basin of at-
traction.
Note that the inefficiency of the algorithm comes from the combination of the spe-
cific mapping with synchronous dynamics and it is not an intrinsic characteristic of
the approach.
SURFHGXUHSAT-SBN1
EHJLQ
iterations:= 1;
ZKLOH(iterations ≤ MAX_ITER)GR
EHJLQ
attractor := False; trajectory := [];
  select_random_initial_state;
ZKLOH(attractor==False && iterations≤ MAX_ITER)GR
EHJLQ
compute_new_state;
Append(trajectory, state);
LIend_of_transient(trajectory) WKHQ attractor := True
HOVHiterations++;
 HQG
LIfixed_point(trajectory)WKHQUHWXUQsolution;
HOVHiterations++;
HQG
HQG
)LJ SAT-SBN1 algorithm
3UREDELOLVWLF%1V
One way to avoid cycles is to introduce a non-deterministic system transition function
where a system state has more than one successor state, each one with a given prob-
ability.
The probabilistic version of a boolean network (PBN) is obtained by associating
more than one boolean function with each node and specifying a IXQFWLRQSUREDELOLW\,
which gives the probability of selecting a particular boolean function. Each state tran-
sition is obtained by selecting one boolean function per node and synchronously up-
dating all nodes involved in the selected function. Since for each state several transi-
tions are possible, the transition graph has nodes with more than one outcoming arc
and each arc has a transition probability.
A fixed point for a PBN transition graph is a node with a self-arc whose transition
probability is equal to 1. PBN can present SUREDELOLVWLF F\FOHV, which are cycles
composed by arcs with a probability less than 1. We call GHWHUPLQLVWLF F\FOHV those
whose arcs have transition probability equal to 1.
In this paper, we consider PBNs obtained by generating a SBN with µ and adding
to each node an identity boolean function (Fi = xi(t+1) = xi(t)); the transition probabil-
ity of the first boolean function is p, and for the identity function is 1-p. Thus, each
node changes its value according to the original boolean function with probability p,
and maintains the same value with probability 1-p.
The algorithm that simulates the dynamics of the PBN is reported in figure 4. The
algorithm must recognize true fixed points, distinguishing them from repetition of the
same state, even if it is not a fixed point. This is done by verifying if the current as-
signment (i.e., the current state) satisfies the original formula (see the statement “LI
(satisfied_formula(state)) WKHQUHWXUQ solution” in fig.4), or by executing a
SBN1-like step. Even if this operation has a computational high cost if frequently
executed, SAT-PBN1 strongly outperformed SAT-SBN1. We experimentally found
that an RSWLPDOSUREDELOLW\S exists for which the algorithm gets the best performance;
for 3-SAT S is near 0.2.
SURFHGXUHSAT-PBN1;
EHJLQ
iterations := 1;
select_random_initial_state;
ZKLOH (iterations ≤ MAX_ITER) GR
EHJLQ
old_state := state;
compute_new_state_with_transition_prob_S;
LI (old_state == state) WKHQ
LI (satisfied_formula(state) ) WKHQUHWXUQ solution;
    iterations++;
 HQG;
HQG;
)LJ SAT-PBN algorithm
PBN1 has the following property:
3URSRVLWLRQIf the network is generated by means of µ from a satisfiable boolean
formula, for every initial state the probability that the network reaches a fixed point
tends to 1; that is:
lim Prob{" the net reaches a fixed point"} =  1
time→∞
(see Appendix B for a proof). As a consequence of the previous proposition PBNs of
this application are “deterministic cycle – free”.
Proposition 2 allows to formally define the convergence of the algorithm SAT-PBN1
in terms of 3UREDELOLVWLF$V\PSWRWLF&RPSOHWHQHVV [Hoos, 1999] asserting that the al-
gorithm SAT-PBN1 is Probabilistically Approximately Complete (PAC).
$V\QFKURQRXV%1V
Asynchronous boolean networks (ABN) are characterized by the sequential update of
the nodes. There are several ways to update the nodes, either fixed or random se-
quences or sequences obtained by other kinds of probabilistic distributions. In this
work, we use random update sequences: at each iteration only one randomly selected
node is updated. The algorithm for ABN (SAT-ABN1) is depicted in fig.5. Since the
computational cost of the “true fixed point” test is high, we structured the update
sequences in this way: the dynamics of the network is divided in PDFUR
WUDQVLWLRQV, which are random sequential update of all the N nodes (each single
update is called PLFURWUDQVLWLRQV). Since, if a state is a fixed point, every micro-
transition is such that the variable maintains the old value, after a macro-
transition the fixed point is correctly recognized. Vice versa, a simple repetition
of a state, which is not a fixed point, is possible only during the macro-transition
(that is: between micro-transitions) and, after the macro-transition, the new state
is surely different from the old one. The asynchronous dynamics allows a kind of
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ between the nodes: since they are updated one at a time, two or
more variables do not change their value to satisfying the same clause. The use of
macro-transitions gains the performance of the SAT-ABN1 algorithm.
)LJ SAT-ABN1 algorithm
Proposition 2, presented in the previous subsection, is also valid in the ABNs
case. Therefore, we can assert that ABNs of this application are “deterministic
cycle-free” and the algorithm SAT-ABN1 is PAC.
([SHULPHQWDO5HVXOWV
We compared the BN-based algorithms on 3-SAT random generated satisfiable
(IRUFHG) formulas with Q variables and P clauses. Since the synchronous version
showed non competitive performances, even for 20 variables, we tested only SAT-
PBN1 (with S=0.2) and SAT-ABN1. The run time was limited and a negative result
was reported if a solution was not found. ABN and PBN were restarted after a number
SURFHGXUH SAT-ABN1;
EHJLQ
iterations := 1;
select_random_initial_state;
ZKLOH(iterations≤ MAX_ITERATIONS) GR
EHJLQ
old_state := state;
compute_new_state_with_random sequence;
LI (old_state == state) WKHQUHWXUQ solution;
HOVH iterations++;
HQG;
HQG;
of transitions proportional to Q2. In Tables 1,2 are shown samples of the experimental
results. The algorithms have been implemented in C and run on a PentiumII 233 Mhz.
SAT-PBN1 is competitive with SAT-ABN1 for Q>500 and P<3Q. When P/Q<3, 3-
SAT instances have many solutions and the parallel search is most efficient. For
P/Q>3 more conflicting constraints have to be satisfied and the sequential search
works better.
6$7$%1 6$73%1 *6$7
Q P WLPH
PVHF
LWHU VROYHG WLPH
PVHF
LWHU VROYHG WLPH
PVHF
LWHU VROYHG
  10 3 100% <1 22 100% <1 11 100%
  10 9 100% 10 156 100% <1 26 100%
  310 894 99% 3155 34073 88% 10 105 100%
  20 4 100% <1 29 100% <1 22 100%
  20 14 100% 30 257 100% 10 72 100%
  9113 15958 55.5% 13550 97891 12.5% 30 428 100%
  <1 4 100% 10 34 100% <1 33 100%
  20 19 100% 90 598 100% 10 97 100%
  21681 28526 16.5% - - 0% 60 590 100%
  20 5 100% 30 50 100% 20 94 100%
  121 64 100% 1011 3664 100% 60 287 100%
  - - 0% - - 0% 471 2435 100%
7DEOH
Median execution time and iterations over 200 satisfiable instances.
We also compared these procedures with GSAT, but we obtained disappointing re-
sults: GSAT is faster and more effective than the BN-procedures. This is due to the
fact that GSAT is based on heuristic criteria, which guide the search, while the simple
BN-procedures perform a “blind” search. Nevertheless, even without heuristic, BN-
procedures perform better than GSAT when P<3Q, as we can see from Table 2. The
number of GSAT maxflips was fixed to 5Q (according to [Selman HWDO., 1992]).
We also tested the procedures on random non-forced instances and we observed
the same qualitative behavior (in this case, BN-procedures perform better than
GSAT for P<2.5Q).
6$7$%1 6$73%1 *6$7
Q P WLPH
PVHF
LWHU VROYHG WLPH
PVHF
LWHU VROYHG WLPH
PVHF
LWHU VROYHG
  41 6 100% 50 57 100% 61 174 100%
  90 14 100% 120 180 100% 100 253 100%
  140 7 100% 130 70 100% 201 363 100%
  220 18 100% 231 225 100% 330 722 100%
  250 9 100% 190 76 100% 391 601 100%
  450 23 100% 390 282 100% 721 1186 100%
  481 9 100% 341 84 100% 851 914 100%
  871 27 100% 670 343 100% 1432 1688 100%
7DEOH
Median execution time and iterations over 100 satisfiable instances.
'LVFXVVLRQ
The asynchronous version of the algorithm (with µ1) is analogous to a local repair
algorithm; in fact, variables that belong to unsatisfied clauses are forced to change
their value. The WalkSAT algorithm, with random choice of the variable within an
unsatisfied clause, is indeed very similar to ABN-based algorithms. Furthermore,
SAT-ABN1 is a kind of WalkSAT with random choice and variable-length tabu list.
Main differences are:
- ABN-based algorithms are intrinsically concurrent and, when sequentialized, they
update even those variables which belongs to satisfied clauses; this implies many
“void updates”, which decrease the performance (notice that SAT-PBN1 can be
viewed as a sort of parallelized version of WalkSAT).
- WalkSAT shows the best performance with heuristic function which guides the
search; such heuristic is completely absent in SAT-ABN1. We are currently working
on the introduction of heuristic knowledge in BN-algorithms.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the boolean functions defined by µ1 explicitly
make the SXUH OLWHUDOV simplification (only in the first processing phase), since they
fix the values 1 (0) to those updating variables which compare only non-negated (ne-
gated).
The combination of functional computation and dynamics can be generalized using
a General Framework (see fig.6). Moving along the two dimensions (which represent
the functional/dynamics complexity) it is possible to design new algorithms (like
SAT-ABN1) and redesigning old ones. For example, with a particular choice of dy-
namics and mapping, local search algorithms, like GSAT, WalkSAT and their vari-
ants can be reinterpreted in the BN framework. The mapping in this case creates boo-
lean functions imposing a simple flip of the updating variable, Fi = xi(t+1) = ∼xi(t) ∀i.
The search mechanism is performed by the asynchronous (sequential) dynamics
which selects the updating variable according to the heuristic criteria of the search
procedures.
This framework allows compared analysis and generalization of local search and
local repair procedures. A first result of this approach is that, as a consequence of
Proposition 2, GSAT and WalkSAT with noise can find a solution with probability 1
(with unlimited time).
)LJ  The separation between functions and dynamics allows to consider old and
new algorithms in a unique framework.
)XQFWLRQV
'\QDPLFV
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&RQFOXVLRQDQG)XWXUH:RUN
In this paper we have introduced a new approach to the solution of SAT, based on
boolean networks. The transformation from a SAT instance to a boolean network is
allowed by a mapping, which is sound and complete. The dynamics of the SAT-
generated networks corresponds to the computation phase and the stationary state of
the system is the solution of the problem.
We designed a mapping (µ) and we developed three simple algorithms, derived by
synchronous, probabilistic and asynchronous BN. The probabilistic and asynchronous
algorithms have shown interesting behaviors.
The contribution of this work is twofold: first, we proved that it is possible to
switch from the propositional space to the boolean network space, preserving the cor-
rectness of the results; second, BN-computation provides a general framework for lo-
cal search procedures.
We are currently working on the introduction of heuristics into BNs algorithms;
future works concern the design of more complex mappings and the extension of BNs
model.
$SSHQGL[$
3URSRVLWLRQ: the mapping µbetween a SAT instance Φ (withQvariables) and the
corresponding BN ℜ ofQnodes is sound and complete.
3URRI:
1- completeness) Suppose that (x1, ... ,xQ) is a solution of Φ, then all the clauses are
satisfied, that is c1 = c2 = ... = cm = 1. All the boolean function are: Fi =
(1∧...∧1∧xi)∨0∨...∨0 ⇔ Fi=xi, this is equivalent to a dynamics given by the evolution
equations xi(t+1) = xi(t) ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ Q) corresponding to a fixed point trajectory.
2- soundness) The current hypothesis is that (x1, ... ,xQ) is a fixed point for ℜ; sup-
pose, DEDEVXUGR, that (x1, ... ,xQ) is not a satisfying assignment for Φ; therefore a non
satisfied clause cj exists, i.e., cj= 0. Take a variable xi such that xi belongs to cj; there
are two cases:
a) cj = ( ... ∨  xi ∨ ...) = 0, this implies that xi = xi(t) = 0 and then all the clauses con-
taining literal ∼xi are satisfied; we have Fi = xi(t+1) = (1∧xi)∨...∨ ∼cj = 0∨∼cj=1, that
is xi(t)≠xi(t+1) and this contradicts the hypothesis.
b) cj=(...∨∼xi∨...)=0, this implies that xi=xi(t)=1 and then all the clauses which contain
the literal xi are satisfied; we have Fi = xi(t+1)=(...∧ cj ∧ xi)∨0∨..∨0=(0∧1)∨0=0, that
is xi(t) ≠ xi(t+1) and this contradicts the hypothesis.
$SSHQGL[%
3URSRVLWLRQ : If the PBN (ABN) is generated by means of µ from a satisfiable
boolean formula, for every initial state the probability that the network reaches a fixed
point tends to 1.
3URRI (sketched): to prove the proposition we need to use some results about Markov
chains (MCs) ([Feller, 1968]). The main result we use is the following: given a MC, if
& is the closed set given by all the persistent states of the MC, the chain will eventu-
ally reach & with probability 1.
2EV: The state space trajectory described by a PBN (ABN) is a MC.
/HPPD: If [* is a fixed point, then [* is an DEVRUELQJ VWDWH for the MC (that is [* is
an irreducible set of only one state).
3URRI: it is easy to prove that the sum of the probabilities of all the transitions from
any node is 1 (by using combinatorial analysis). Since [* is a fixed point, for i=1,...,Q
is xi(t+1) = Fi = xi(t). Then, each variable has probability 1 to maintain the old value
and the only transition is represented by a self-arc, which has probability 1. Each
fixed point can communicate only with itself, then it is an absorbing state.
/HPPD: The states which are not fixed points areWUDQVLHQWVWDWHV, in the MC sense.
3URRI: we will prove that a state [, which is not a solution, communicates with a so-
lution V; then, since solutions communicate only with themselves, [ is a transient
state. We will prove that there exists a path (constituted by 1-Hamming transitions),
with positive probability, between [ and V. The trajectory is the result of two over-
lapped mechanisms: the dynamics mechanism and the functional mechanism. The
first quantifies the probability of any transition, while the second specifies which tran-
sitions are allowed and which are not. Suppose that the network has only one fixed
point V= (s1,...,sQ), [ = (x1,...,xQ), [≠V and define V={x1,...,xQ}, I = {xi∈V s.t. xi≠si}.
Since [ is not a solution, there exists a subset Γ of unsatisfied clauses. There is, at
least, one xi∈I such that xi∈cj∈Γ, then the transition (x1,..,xi,..,xQ) → (x1,..,∼xi,..,xQ) is
allowed (by the functional mechanism). If such transition does not exist, Γ would be
constituted only by clauses involving variables belonging to V\I; but those variables
have a value that satisfies the formula, then also the subset Γ and this is a contradic-
tion. The probability of the transition (given by the dynamics mechanism) is S(1-S)Q-1
for the PBN and 1/Q for the ABN. By iterating this step it is possible to reach V with a
succession of transitions, each one obtained by a single variable update. The prob-
ability of this path is the product of the transition probabilities and it is positive. Sup-
pose, now, that the network has a set S of fixed points, with |S|>1. If we take V∈S and
[∉S we can repeat the previous proof. Thus every [∉S can reach every V∈S with
positive probability.
&RQFOXVLRQ: the states of the network can be represented by E = T ∪ {V} ∪...∪ {VK},
where T is the set of transient states, and {V} ∪...∪ {VK} = & is the closed set of the
absorbing states. A theorem states that the MC reaches & with probability 1.
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